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About This Game

"This game will be bigger than Skyrim!” - Bill Corbett, Rifftrax/Mystery Science Theatre 3000

Remember how every film had it's own platform game adaptation? When every man, woman, child, animal and inanimate
object were out to get your character? When the streets were filled with bats, ghosts and Frankenstein monsters? MANOS:

Director’s Cut will take you back to the absurd adaptations of the past!

Lost on their vacation, Mike and his family have wandered the desert trying to find a place to stay, only to wind up in the
mysterious Valley Lodge. Maintained by Torgo, an unusual man/satyr who "takes care of the place while The Master is away",
the hotel is swimming with paranormal activity which Mike has to brave through to find his now missing family. Who is The

Master, and what does he want with Mike's family? Armed with his trusty revolver, Mike will have to wander the haunted halls,
venture out into the desert, uncover a dark temple and battle the forces of darkness to find out!

The worst movie of all time is now a video game!

Homages to all of your least favourite terrible movies and games!
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Retro-style cut-scenes telling the not-so-classic story of MANOS, with art by Matt Kap, the pixel artist from The
Binding of Isaac: Rebirth and Castle in the Darkness.

Unlockable PLAY AS TORGO mode
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Title: MANOS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
FreakZone Games
Publisher:
FreakZone Games
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2015
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Manos est un jeu retro 8bit avec theme d'horreur avec une touche d'humour:

histoire: survive dans le manoir que Torgo protège

point fort:
- graphique 8bit a son meilleur
- musique retro chip tune va très bien avec le jeu
- plusieurs boss qui vous donne un bon challenge
- contrôle très tight

point faible:
- le jeu a plusieurs bug qui parfois sont très frustrant

Je recommande ce jeu et a 2$ encore plus, a tout les fan de l'éra NES vous serai ravie.
Je donne une note de 7/10. Would The Master approve of this game?

Yes.

It looks and plays like a mid-80's NES game. It's not retro for the sake of being retro. If this was on a cart and I had an NES
controller in my hand, I'd be right at home.

Basically, if you like old-school B movies, this is a fantastic homage to them. If you watched the MST3K episode with this,
you'll dig it. If you don't even care about the movie and just want an OG style action platformer, you'd still dig it.

Totally worth the money, 100%.. This is a really fun take on the classic movie, "Manos: The Hands of Fate" and i'm actually
surprise they can make a game based on a crappy movie be enjoyable!

The music changes depending on the level, and the best thing is that all the music sounds great! Kudos to whoever made the
OST

Also before I forget, you can collect Hands of Fate to give yourself more hearts! just like in that one game with the green guy!
:P

The game is short but it makes up for challenging bosses! Plus + After you beat the game, you can play as a bonus character!

I'd like to see FreakZone Games take on another movie, maybe "They Live"! that would kickass (and chew bubblegum!). Its the
NES-style movie tie in game you never thought you wanted!. This is how you do an NES style game! Manos is a lot of fun, and
has good classic challenge to it. Controls are very good, and it's just a great game to kick back and enjoy when you're in those
classic vibes!. A solid, straightforward platformer set in the absolutely bewildering "Manos" film. Of course it takes extreme
liberties with the source material, though never as strange as Darth Vader turning into a scorpion. Environments are expanded
upon, all set to 8-bit renditions of the movie soundtrack, with a new level set in Plan 9 from Outer Space. There's a lot to like,
though absolutely nothing original to the gameplay- it's a quick and easy-ish play for lovers of all things Retro and/or Manos.

I leave you with two words: Torgo Mode.
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Original premise for a game... too bad the game itself is an unoriginal NES platformer.

As Mike, you must survive through Valley Lodge by leaving your family behind in order to jump, run and shoot snakes with a
pistol. Sometimes you get a shotgun, which shoots a three-way projectile that won't hit anything else than whatever's in front of
you. The first two levels of the game follow the movie, but everything is thrown out the window once you reach Level 3, which
looks like Castlevania... as in it reuses the same graphics! Also, the boss of this level was supposedly so good it got reused in
AVGN Adventures.

When Level 4 starts, your protagonist says "What a horrible night to have a missing wife and child!". Enough said.

As the game advances, the game stops bothering with Manos and becomes a Mystery Science Theater 3000 tribute. Tom Servo
does a cameo in Level 2 and most levels involve enemies from other B-movies like Hobgoblins, Robot Monster and Plan 9
From Outer Space. Why call it Manos then? The setting fails because the writing is all centered on references, trying really hard
to wink at you and say "Hey this happened in the movie, right?"

The game could have been good if the gameplay was interesting, but it isn't. You only shoot in a horizontal line and enemies just
bounce back and forth forever, making fighting a joyless affair. Bosses are equally as mindless. The only challenge the game
offers comes from occasionally unfair enemy and trap placement, where upon hitting them, you will bounce back in a pit and
die. The game sometimes spice things up by making the whole screen dark around you, preventing you from anticipating
obstacles and multiplying deaths where you fall in pits. Other levels are autoscrollers, which don't really have a reason for
happening and forces you to progress at the game's pace. There's also a vertical autoscrolling level that rips off Castlevania 3.

Overall presentation is also weak. The graphics and sound are appropriately NES-styled, but they have no substance and fail at
making an impression. The game also offers difficulty levels, but don't bother with them: all they do is remove health pickups,
shotguns and checkpoints from levels. Yes, it makes the game harder, but it doesn't make it fun.

Manos will take you about 45 minutes to finish, maybe more if you want to get the full ending or finish the Torgo playthrough,
which just switches sprites, makes you do lots of annoying noises and is slippery as all hell. The complete unoriginality is what
mainly kills the game though; it doesn't attempt to add anything new to the old-school game formula, unlike games like Shovel
Knight, Binding of Isaac or Axiom Verge. This game is about as faithful to its source material than a LJN game would be, so it's
good at reminding you of LJN!. Lots of MST3K jokes and solid platforming. Very funny. Claw boss is pretty tough.. A solid,
straightforward platformer set in the absolutely bewildering "Manos" film. Of course it takes extreme liberties with the source
material, though never as strange as Darth Vader turning into a scorpion. Environments are expanded upon, all set to 8-bit
renditions of the movie soundtrack, with a new level set in Plan 9 from Outer Space. There's a lot to like, though absolutely
nothing original to the gameplay- it's a quick and easy-ish play for lovers of all things Retro and/or Manos.

I leave you with two words: Torgo Mode.. Let's be real: The only reason you will buy the game is because you are fan of
Mystery Science Theater 3000.
It's a short, but challenging game, which "pays" "homage" to those weird movies that are covered in MST3K and a bit on NES.

tHe MaSTer WOulD aPPrOVE tHis gAMe!. Would The Master approve of this game?

Yes.

It looks and plays like a mid-80's NES game. It's not retro for the sake of being retro. If this was on a cart and I had an NES
controller in my hand, I'd be right at home.

Basically, if you like old-school B movies, this is a fantastic homage to them. If you watched the MST3K episode with this,
you'll dig it. If you don't even care about the movie and just want an OG style action platformer, you'd still dig it.

Totally worth the money, 100%.. Watched the movie on MST3K to better understand the game, and that episode had me
laughing, especially with all the scenes of the guy who couldn't walk the right way. Once I seen that horrible movie on mst3k, I
enjoyed the game even more.
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